
Unit 30 Parallel lines, Similar Triangles, and Congruent Triangles
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1. Parallel lines are lines that never intersect. A 1300 500

A. A transversal is a line that intersects other lines.
I
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B. Many pairs of equal angles are formed when 8 1300\500

parallel lines are crossed by a transversal.

both on left
L1=L5

\. L3=L7+ Similar triangles have the same shape. (symbol:-)
N A. They have corresponding angles that are equal (AAA).

B. They have corresponding sides that are in proportion.

C. A proportion may be used to find one unknown side of similar triangles.

MBC - L1.0EF and AC and OF are corresponding sides. To find side OF of L1.0EF:

Alternate interior angles
are on opposite sides of the
transversal and are inside
the parallel lines.
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L3= L6 L4= L5

Alternate exterior angles
are on opposite sides of
the transversal and are
outside the parallel lines.
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Corresponding angles
are on the same side of the
transversal with one outside
and one inside the parallel lines.
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both on right
L2 = L6
L4 = L8
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L1 = L8
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L2 = L7
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F 12=OF

C ~o since MBC-L1.0EF 3(OF) = (12)(4)~ x
4 AB = BC = AC 3(OF ) -48DE EF OF -

I. A 3 B D 12 E OF = 16

+congruent triangles have both the same size and the same shape. (symbol =JN~. They have two sides and their included angle (SAS) equal.

B. They have two angles and their included side (ASA) equal.
C. They have corresponding sides (SSS) equal.

If 2 sides and their included

angle are equal (SAS) then

c MBC ==L1.0EF. F
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If 2 angles and their included
side are equal (ASA) then

MBC ==L1.0EF.
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If 3 sides are equal (SSS)

then MBC ==L1.0EF.
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